I would not have ventured back to trading unless I felt I was being given proper guidance, so
I am very grateful to have this chance.
Graham Paris

The AITradesafe system is one of the easiest I have come across and it removes a lot of the
hesitation and emotion around trading. Just follow the rules and you will get there.
I have had some good success after 10 days of trading with some decent wins and a few
losses that were mitigated by following the advice on where to set your stops.
I look forward to becoming a successful trader with this system and leave the day job!
Regards
JR
I have been on and off trading for a few years now and have not found a system as good as
this. It is easy to understand and Andy is excellent at explaining how everything works.
Some systems just leave you to get on with it on your own but the support and backup
received is second to none. Keep up the great work Andy. Thanks for making it possible to
become free.
Michael Cairns
I began using the AITradeSafe System on the 18th of February , I found the Quick Start
Guide very easy to follow and I picked up how to use the MT4 software and AITradeSafe
Templatefairly quickly. I also read through the MT4 guide that was available to download and
this helpedme too in navigating around the GKFX platform.
I used a demo account with GKFX, as advised, for two weeks. During these two weeks I had
some great trades, some using the trailing-stop method netted me 100 points. After two
weeks on the 4th of March I moved to a 'live GKFX' account and deposited £300 as
instructed. I found this change over a bit unnerving to start with because it was now my own
actual money, this nervousness caused me to do things a bit differently than I'd been doing
with the demo account and the first three days resulted in some loses, although I knew I
could claim these back with GKFX's £300 guarantee. I believe I also may have been unlucky
at the time I started live trading as the market wasn't moving too well in those first few days.
Toward the end of my first week of live trading I began to operate as I'd been doing with the
demo account and I recovered the money I lost, then in the second week I began making a
profit on top of my original deposit. As at the time of writing I'm about £200 up on my initial
£300.
I've tried many 'work from home' systems over the years , and one other Forex system, none
of which provided what they promised. I eventually gave up on trying to make a decent living
from home by myself, and in being able to provide my family with the sort of lifestyle I
wanted to. I've been unable to go out to work since 2009 due to a long term illness, so I was
desperate for something I could do from my PC at home. When I received the information
on AITradeSafe I was very interested immediately as it sounded completely different to
anything else I'd tried, and it turns out it is. I very glad I took the opportunity, Andy is
completely genuine and you can definitely get the message that he genuinely wants other
people to be as successful as he is in trading.
I have great faith in this and would love to be good enough to be one of those chosen to
trade for you guys at the end of the year .
Many thanks for giving me the opportunity to try this out :)
Best regards,
Mark Lynch

Dear Andy,

how to set up a trade by reading the clear signals and following the rules I felt confident
enough to use the Demo system straight away. After two weeks practice and listening to the
webinars and demos of how to set and modify my "Stop Loss" and "Take Profit" points I
began real trading and followed the 20 pip a day trading plan - and guess what, it worked
and I am steadily building up my trading fund (as per the plan). I can rejoice in the profits
and be philosophical about the small losses in the knowledge that by following the rules,
being patient and disciplined, I will recover.
I can honestly say that the system is easy to follow and one of the safest ways of Forex
trading that I have come across.
Well done Andy and the AITradesafe team.
Ron Clarke
I start trading on my demo account on 18 Feb, 3 days after joining the service, the quick start
guide literally spells out everything you need to get started being profitable and Andy is only
a message away from clarification of any issues faced. The Webinars are an excellent
opportunity to see how it is done in real time and I have found them a superb revision tool. I
cannot praise this system highly enough, if you just put some time into cementing the rules
into your trading you cannot go wrong. Yes I have had losing trades but these are far
outweighed by the profitable ones!
Andrew Rook
Thanks for your comprehensive programme. All templates downloaded and working fine. Am
reading and re-reading your "Quick Start" section and viewing and re-viewing your videos.
All good. Have bought a couple of books you've recommended and have also been reading
those. Followed a couple of your webinars. Doing demo-trades and they're working. Got
questions but no doubt these will be answered as I go through materials.
Would be good if I could make it to Derby but tied up with other business down this end.
So far, very good: was above expectations. Well done.
All the best
Chris Ratcliffe
I'm a firm believer in the K.I.S.S principle - Keep It Simple Stupid - Which is what the AIT
template most definitely is.
You don't need to know ANYTHING about the markets and it doesn't matter which currency
much less what time of day it is.
Just follow the lights and you won't go far wrong - 4 lights the same colour - Trade on
10th March 2013@ 18.23 I opened a 50,000 MT4 Demo account- followed the lights and...
12th March 2013@ 14.16 it is now showing a healthy 835 point profit.
The cleverer you try to be - The more wrong it is likely to go for you.
My personal advise for what it's worth - Don't try to run before you can walk - Don't even
think about live trading until your demo is constantly in profit.
Stephen Jenkins

I come to the AITradesafe Course as an 'Account Loser' of the past.
The fact that Andy Ireland has given us a system to set us on our way with a set of definite
entry/exit rules to learn and stick to is having a very beneficial effect on me. My efforts with a
demo account are quite swiftly applying the brakes to my losing trading habits and emotions.
After three weeks I am much calmer when in a trade and at the point of moving into profit
from loss.
At this rate I will soon be venturing to a 'real' account with a proper and safe financial risk
management system embedded into my brain!
I have no doubt at all that Andy's stated assurance that he wants all his trainees to be
professional, profitable traders, is whole heartedly meant, and I for one, am keen to 'go the
course' to that end.

Steve Bowley

I dabbled in FX a couple of years ago, but found it difficult spotting trades and lacked the
confidence to act on my instincts. Needless to say, the market would respond by going in the
opposite direction the moment I placed a trade!
I have just completed a couple of weeks with the demo account and have to say that I am
showing a healthy virtual profit which I never would have thought possible.
I have always been fascinated by the FX markets and am keen to start trading regularly, and
for the first time ever I feel I can do so safely.
I look forward to a profitable future.
Kind regards,

Derek Armstrong

I have been sceptical about dipping into the FOREX market. It has been difficult to know
what are the genuine systems.
However, Andy seems like the real deal. No wild promises just good plain advice. The good
thing is, it does work.
I am still in the demo system but if I can be as successful in the real world then I am looking
forward to doing very well with AITradesafe .
Regards,

Bill Thomson

I have tried Forex trading products before with little success and so I am not sure what
attracted me to AITradesafe but so far I am very pleased with the results. I have made
mistakes and perhaps jumped onto trades that I should have avoided but that is part of
learning the system and the platform.
'Follow the rules' you say so today I did it properly and gained 30 points in two trades, at
which point I shut down the platform and went about the rest of the day.
Thank you Andy.

Nigel Mills
This is my 3rd week using the AITradesafe system and, although I am still on the demo ale.,
I am glad to say that I am very pleased with the progress that I have made so far. Once I
grasped the basics of the system, I began to make profitable trades.
I am still experimenting with stop loss adjustments & take profit levels but with the ongoing
training webinars, live trading sessions and Q & A sessions, I am looking forward to opening
my "live" account and making some real money!
From my experience with Andy so far, it is apparent that he has a genuine desire to teach
people how to trade f/ex properly and enable them to become full time professional traders
should they wish to proceed that far.
Maybe this is the one I've been looking for. So far so good! Patience & discipline!
Regards,

Phil Pike

Having dabbled with various trading schemes over the last few years , I've always found the
financial markets interesting, but it's never really clicked how I could make a living from the
various methods and products available. Following Andy's training , I now have a better
understanding of how that can happen. The two trading sessions each week have gone a
long way to reinforcing what I've learned in the guides.

After reading through the quick start guide a few times, then a couple of weeks demo trading
with the template. I have made over 20 pips per day consistently, sometimes more. I am now
moving to a live account and looking forward to similar performance using real money.
Really enjoying the course. Thanks
Andrew Newport

So far I've been finding the system very easy to follow. I started with the demo account
about a week ago and made my stake 11150th of the balance. I have missed several trading
days due to work, but have managed to turn 5000 into 6094. Obviously it's early days, but
so far the system is profitable and does what you say it will, even after the losing trades.
Another couple of weeks and I'll hopefully be ready to go "live".
Thanks for a great system
Lyndon Ashurst

I've only been signed up with AITradesafe for one week, and not had too many opportunities
to practice yet because of work commitments.
However on the two occasions that I needed assistance via the support centre, I received
replies to both within a few hours. You may not think this is anything special, except that the
2nd response occurred on a Sunday afternoon, which in my opinion is exceptional service.
I am really looking forward to testing this system and with Andy's support I am sure I can
begin to supplement my current earnings over the coming weeks/months.
Regards ,
Graham Bew

I signed up to the course as I wanted to further improve my knowledge of trading the Forex
markets; so far the course has & continues to deliver. I'm now looking forward to
progressing through the course over the next 11 months which will allow me to continue
making money & gaining knowledge. My objective at the end of the course is to be a
successful trader which will allow me to change my current career building a business doing
something that I enjoy.
Best Regards,
Graham Tait

I very recently just turned 60 and with an imminent possibility of redundancy from my
secretarial job with the NHS I decided to look around for a back-up way of earning money.
Tim Lowe's letter landed on my door mat and I was intrigued.
I decided to try Andy's Forex Trading course because I liked his honesty, he didn't try and
hype the possible earnings of this system but clearly laid it out to show what would be
possible if you stuck to the rules and used some discipline.
I have found my first week very interesting , I was a little afraid that I may not be able to keep
up being a complete novice with no trading experience whatsoever but that hasn't been the
case. The instructions are very clearly laid out and the system is pretty easy to follow. I had
lots of questions to ask Andy and he very patiently replied quite quickly to all of them which
really helped.
So far I have only made a few trades in the practise account but am already up on the week
and I'm confident that I can continue to improve on these results as time goes by and I
become more proficient. The nice thing about this course is that you can take it at your own
pace and it's very well explained. I'm still working at present so am fitting it in around my
work hours. I'm sure it will take a while for me to learn all the ins and outs of becoming a

Looking at the charts through the day it is clear that the all red and all green signals are a
good indication of which way the markets is going to move and the signals are correct way
more than they are wrong. There is little risk to your money to try this out and I recommend if
you are swithering to sign up now.
Tommy Jarvie

Just to say, that I am so pleased I decided to invest in your Forex Al trading programme It is
only my first week now, but I was able to grasp the core essentials within the first day or so
Going over the training materials and the live training with you during the week, gave me a
lot of confidence to know that you were on hand to help matters that arose
I quickly realised that you have structured the programme at entry level for beginners to
understand, and essentially getting to practice right away, and to build upon with the
following training modules which I am eagerly waiting for The system makes it so easy to
see a trade being setup with the four lights, that it really does become trade what you see,
and takes all the guess work and hesitation out of the equation.
Your professional approach and willingness to help everyone is evident, and I am sure
anyone will be able to make money in a short amount of time, without a doubt
Thanks for the opportunity
Regards
Alper Huseyin

I have been trading Forex on and off some 7 years now. I've been an active trader with a
live, real money account for about 5 years .
I have used a number of different systems to trade, through technical analysis and I have
been married to my laptop continually screen watching.
During this time, I have also used a number of EA's (Electronic Assistants or Trading bots)
and templates to assist in trading. I've also had a bash at programming within the MT4
platform for my own templates.
I've got to say Andy Ireland's AITradeSafe Template is the one I am most favouring, it
is extremely clear and seems to show a very good hit rate, although I am still in testing
mode...
AITradeSafe seems to be hitting all the plus points when looking for a trading system, easy
to use and easy to see trading signals, great online support and good webinars available for
future reference.
At this time during my testing Andy has always been available for questions and holds 2
early morning webinars per week.
He also offers sound advice, has a recommended reading section and the website is clear
and easy to understand.
I would recommend AITradeSafe to beginners and expert alike.
All round great product with great support from a great guy!
Good on you Andy.
G Burns

I am into my second week after signing up to Andy's course and after a shaky start which I
put down to getting used to the software I am now making my target of twenty points a
day by being patient and following the rules. Not every day has been a positive but it has
only been a week.
I could have been further along but once I hit my daily target I decided to get on with other
things that I do.
A couple of times I have hit my target in the first hour which means I can effectively take the
rest of the day off. After all that is what I want to be able to do once I start trading for real.
Am looking forward to the webinars over the next three days.

However, after only a week or so I'm improving. Things are beginning to fall into place and I
can now see the mistakes I made earlier.
I have no doubts at all that the system works and right now I'm feeling confident about the
future.
Roger Norris

I have tried a few so called 'get rich' quick systems and have given up or lost money. This
system seemed different so I gave it a go. While not quite as easy as anticipated, it definitely
seems to be working. Setting up the demo a/c with GKFX was simple and is reasonably
straightforward for a novice like me. You have to be patient though, especially waiting for the
3 point trigger, but the win/loss ratio so far after 2 weeks is 60/40 and I'm up 70 points. All I
need to do now is move over to the live a/c and make real money by being disciplined as per
Andy's instructions . Looking good so far. Haven't seen the webinar yet due to technical
problems last week. Hoping to learn a bit more this week before moving over to a live a/c.
Regards
Trevor Hammond

I've been using AITradesafe for just over a week now and it's the best performing 'system'
I've come across.
I wouldn't call myself an experienced trader but I definitely know my way around, and I
bought the product because I could see that the template installed into MT4 uses proper
trading techniques, such as support and resistance levels, and it's not just some plug in and
hope for the best system....
I've only been using the product between 7am-8am, and between 1pm-2pm as I still work full
time, but I've already made 43 points profit. Backtesting the product, I've found I would make
much more if time allowed.
One of the major bonuses is how quickly this setup identifies incorrect trades, and really
minimises losses...
I hope to continue make profits using AITradesafe.
Many Thanks
Sean Vos

Al Tradesafe is the easiest and most effective Forex trading system that I have ever tried. I
found that it is possible to very quickly get started and be making successful trades. I have
place orders in my demo account that ran completely hands-free and exited for a profit
completely automatically, whilst I was away from my computer. I can't wait to start profiting
on my live account and making substantial profits.
D Bannister
I joined the Altradesafe opportunity and training on 16th of February. However due to having
a small operation on 26th February I have not been able to spend as much time as I would
have liked on the programme this month.
In saying that though, as someone completely new to Forex trading, I have still managed to
familiarize myself with the way Andy's 15 minute trading method works and today my first day
of trading with the practice mode I made 12 pips profit. At say £3 a pip that's £36 profit for
about 2 hours trading. I probably came out each trade a bit early but I was happy to lock in a
profit when it arrived and I was wanting to get as much practice going through the trades
process as possible.
Having bought and tried many, many business opportunities, and looked over many more on
various forums, I have to say I am excited about this one more than anything else I have
ever tried. I purchased this because I had a good feeling about it.

I've been trading this now for a few weeks and been amazed at how simple it is to use. I've
never traded forex before (although I have experience trading sports bet markets) and the 4
lights system makes the decision when to trade simple and easy. The bi-weekly webinars
really add to the course as a whole and avoid you being 'bombarded' with too much
information too fast. Any queries I have a quickly answered by Andy via the online support
centre. I've followed the plan and made £800 in demo mode so far (in 2 weeks!) and am
switching to live trading this week. I also love the fact that there are potential trades at any
time of day and night, this means I can fit AITradesafe round my current other sources of
income .
Lee-Stuart Evans

I'm really impressed by what I have seen so far. Still practising, but I can see the value. I've
tried several forex and other systems, and this one certainly picks the trades up well, and
safely too. I am finding though that many trades are while I am at work, so just miss out on
the easy ones. Still, there are enough to go on in the evening or before work.
Great. Thanks,
Ross Curnick

I have been looking for a solid FOREX system for a long time and I can say that I have now
found it with AIT trading system.
It is a very thorough course, but most importantly it works! With the support of Andy you will
make money.
Andy is very keen to help you with any question you may have. The webinars he runs are
absolute pure gold and are worth thousand's on their own!
For the price AIT charge it is an absolute bargain, a course like this on FOREX would
normally cost you thousand's. Don't hesitate just join.
Simon Weaver

Hi Andy, I have been trading on the demo account for about two weeks. Ok I will be honest
and tell you that at first I strayed from the instructions with a very mixed result. I soon learnt
to follow the rules and am now well into profit. The webinars are great, there is nothing like
being able to follow you directly on the screen and reinforce the information in the starter
guides. Can't wait for this weeks 3 webinars.
Mike Coleman

Looks and feels great, very easy to understand, simple entry and exit rules, and you can "set
and forget" if that is your thing. I am currently enjoying the whole trading process, as for
profits, well I'm still in practice mode yet but I will update you with real time profiUloss results
when I go live.
Patrick

Pat and I are very pleased so far with what we have learned with the quick start guide, even
though we are only on week 2 of using the demo account I think we have made more profit
than loss already. It does exactly what it says on the tin. Thank you and looking forward to
greater opportunities in the future.
Gez Goddard

I'm still in practice mode and it has to be said that to date I have made more bad trades than
good ones.

AITRADESAFE ....
Clearly tells you what it does, and clearly does what it says.
In the short time I have been using AITRADESAFE I have found it to be very ....
clear, concise, interesting and above all else: PROFITABLE !!
In these times of mega FOREX hype it is so, so, refreshing to learn from a guy like Andy
Ireland.
He is honest, clear, factual and tells things exactly as they are. His twice weekly webinars
are a real breath of fresh air.
In my opinion, if you listen, learn, practise and stick to the rules then YOU will succeed.
If you are serious about learning FOREX then look no further than AITRADESAFE.
Another success from the Waverley Marketing stable.
To your success.
Merv H
Hi Andy,
I knew when I first saw this it was a winner!!! I've not had any experience in this market but I
was up and running and managed to trade within the first few days!!!. I am a professional
and I earn a good salary but last Tuesday I earned more in 30 minutes than I do in a whole
day at my current job!!! and that wasn't a one off. I have carefully followed the easy steps
and repeated this daily. I can't believe how easy you have made this and the support that is
provided is beyond excellent!!!... I'm so glad I didn't pass this up... thank you
Paul Madden
Hi there,
Just a quick note to say how impressed I am by both the method and Andy's approach. I
can't actually find fault with either (and I'm picky) and am trading this profitably exactly as
Andy said would happen. Stick to the rules because they work. Really, really good.
Thanks,
Jeremy Sharman
I know that testimonials can sometimes be a bit contrived and boring, but I really can't
advocate highly enough that this system is yet another 5 star product via Tim Lowe whom
in my humble opinion has continued to offer some amazing possibilities to the masses. I
speak as I find, and after successfully operating and using 2 of his other products and
attending workshops over the past 5 years, my wife and I just knew that this one was going
to be another great opportunity not to be missed. You may ask why come back for more? The simple truth is that Tim Lowe has become somewhat of a Guru and Legend in the
Internet Marketing world, someone whom we trust and that is because he is a class act. A
true Gentleman with 'Old School' credentials, a prolific achiever with a savvy eye for quality
ideas, products and innovation... why wouldn't you come back!
Even though (as yet) I have never met Andy Ireland, he already feels like a great friend and
mentor because of the informative Webinars that he runs. He demonstrates precisely 'how
to' understand the AITradesafe system in exactly the way he does it, proving his ability and
loyalty to his great system. Through the live webinars you get the sense that you are 'safe' in
his guidance and tutelage as he practices what he preaches - he is a man who is good to
his word, which counts for a lot in this industry! I don't mind admitting that I am Dyslexic, and
his patience in my random misspelt messages really boosts my confidence to achieve (and
in case you're wondering Mrs K is helping with this testimonial that I just had to send!)
Since I have been a member in the group I have watched the crowd of followers grow and
join the webinars, and even though there are people of varying ability and at different stages
of the process, everyone fits right in. This is because Andy has a calm confident presence,
he is respectful of people's ability, and encourages your own personal growth whilst
maintaining the importance of staying within the rules and growing your own proficiency
within the safe 'Demo' mode.

There is something very reassuring about the combination of being able to work from the
comfort of your own home with a fantastic product, and working directly with Andy on a daily
basis. Working on your own can sometimes be a quiet and lonely process with only the
voices in your head to keep you company! So learning in this way is truly 'Top Drawer'
stuff!
I must also add that the value of this system is phenomenal for what you are getting; it
really can change your life for the better. Andy's passion for what he does is very clear to
see from the time and dedication he puts into it, this system is clearly a passion of his and it
is as important to him to teach it well. Be assured that if you encounter any road blocks or
difficulties, Andy is there either 'Live' through the webinars or through the 'Support Tickets'
system where his prompt concise replies will be sure to have you back on course in no time.
He has a lot of patience - a better man than me!
I'm really looking forward to moving on to the next level, but as he says, only do that 'When
you are ready'... patience, practice and perseverance are most definitely the key and it
will be fantastic to meet the man himself somewhere down the track.
Kind Regards
Rob and Louise Ktoris

